This work addresses the temperature dependence of the statistical thermodynamic functions of the Group VI Dichalcogenides in a quantizing magnetic field. These functions include the grand partition function, the ordinary partition function, the Helmholtz Free Energy and the entropy: Their dependencies on temperature and magnetic field strength are carefully examined, particularly in the degenerate regime and the approach to zero temperature, also in the nondegenerate regime. The joint dependence on magnetic field and temperature is aso examined in the Dichalcogenide magnetic moment in both statistical regimes.
Introduction
This paper addresses some fundamental physical properties of "Dirac-like" materials, in particular the group VI Dichalcogenides. Starting with Graphene 1−6 , such materials have been at the focus of research attention since the discovery of the extraordinary electrical conduction and detection properties of Graphene about fifteen years ago. Additional materials of this type include Silicene 7 , Topological Insulators 8 , as well as the Dichalcogenides 9 (and some others). All are under intense investigation worldwide in all science and engineering disciplines for their potential to succeed Silicon as the material of choice for the next generation of electronic devices and computers. Recognition of the importance of these materials has been underscored by the award of the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics to Geim and Novoselov for their pioneering work on Graphene. The fact that the low energy carrier spectrum of"Dirac-like" materials mimics that of relativistic electrons/positrons (with energy proportional to momentum) also heightens intellectual interest in them as accessible solid state laboratories of relativistic physics, albeit with different parameters. Much has already been done in regard to experimental and theoretical studies on Graphene, and considerable work on the other "Dirac-like" materials is now filling the scientific and engineering literature.
Here, we address the thermodynamic properties of Group VI Dichalcogenides 9 to study their entropy subject to Landau quantization in a high magnetic field. The entropy, S, is determined by a variation of the Helmholtz Free Energy, F , in the thermodynamic relation dF = −pdV − SdT ′ + µdN (1.1) (p is pressure (lineal in 2D), µ is chemical potential, T ′ is Kelvin temperature, N is number and V is volume (area in 2D)). Holding N and V constant, the entropy may be identified as
with density constant. Clearly, it is important to examine the temperature dependence of the thermodynamic functions carefully for an accurate determination of their entropy. Moreover, in view of the great importance of the magnetic field as an agent for probing the properties of matter and also modifying them 10, 11 , particularly with Landau quantization of orbits, we address its role in the statistical thermodynamics of the Group VI Dichalcogenides jointly with that of temperature, as reflected in the entropy of these systems. (As we consider the magnetic field to be constant there is no magnetization energy contribution in Eq(1.2), M · δB = 0; B is the magnetic field strength, e is the electron charge.)
The use of the retarded Green's function G ret in the determination of statistical thermodynamic functions stems from the fact that its trace in position-time ( x, T ) representation produces the ordinary ("classical") partition function Z(β) = T r exp(−βH) with the substitution T → −iβ as
where β = 1/k B T ′ is inverse thermal energy, k B is the Boltzmann constant, T ′ is Kelvin temperature, and T r denotes the trace. This is readily verified using the definition of the Green's function in terms of a time translation operator 12 . Actually, it is the logarithm of the grand partition function Z(β) for Fermions that is required to determine the Helmholtz Free Energy, F , and Wilson's book 13 reports a clever way to obtain it from the ordinary partition function Z(β), as follows (µ is chemical potential and E γ represents the single-fermion energy spectrum.) 4) and writing the E γ -summand as an inverse Laplace transform
with p(s) as the Laplace transform of B(E)
we have
This expresses the Helmholtz Energy in terms of the ordinary partition function, or alternatively, the Green's function. Wilson further noted that rewriting Eq(1.7) in the form 
we have the convenience of dealing directly with the temperature dependent Fermi distribution f 0 (E) (rather than B(E)):
Retarded Green's Function of Group VI Dichalcogenides in a Magnetic Field
As indicated above, our approach to the determination of the role of a quantizing magnetic field in the entropy of charge carriers of the Group VI Dichalcogenides in the low energy regime (in which their Hamiltonian is "Dirac-like" with energy proportional to momentum) is undertaken using the retarded Green's function; In earlier work 15 , the associated Landau-quantized Green's function matrix was derived with full account of its pseudospin-1/2 and spin-1/2 features in the presence of a high magnetic field; and the pertinent diagonal elements of its retarded Green's function pseudospin matrix G ret 11 22
Here, η + (T ) = 1 for T > 0; 0 for T < 0 is the Heaviside unit step function. A spin index s z = ±1 enters into energy shifts as E sz = s z ν λ z with ν = ±1 as the valley index; furthermore, λ is the spin splitting and g = ∆ 2 − E sz with ∆ as the energy gap without spin splitting. Also, L n represents the Laguerre polynomials and ǫ 2 n± is given
and γ is an effective speed determined by the tight binding hopping parameter and lattice spacing. It is useful to rewrite the trace of Eq(3.1) in the following form (for use below):
This trace encompasses sums over the spin index s z = ±1, valley index ν = ±1, pseudospin index ±, the signature ± ′ of exponentials constituting sine and cosine functions and the Laguerre sum index n = 0 → ∞. For the problem at hand, x ≡ x ′ , R ≡ 0 and ln(0) ≡ 1, whence
where the (area) factor arises from the 2D d x-integration. It is also of interest to describe the thermodynamic Green's function matrix, G( x, x ′ ; T ), which is characterized by periodicity in imaginary time (period τ = −iβ = −i/k B T ′ ) instead of retardation. It may be written in terms of its "greater" (G > ) and "lesser" (G < ) constituents as
The matrix Green's function constituents G > and G < define a corresponding spectral weight matrix A as
and A( x, x ′ ; T ) all satisfy the homogeneous counterpart of the Green's function equation; and all involve the same Peierls phase factor exp(
The constituent parts of the thermodynamic Green's function matrix may be determined from the spectral weight function matrix in frequency representation as
where f 0 (ω) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Furthermore A ′ ( x, x ′ ; ω) may determined from the structure of the retarded Green's function G ret in frequency representation using the relation 9) leading to the result for its diagonal elements A
From this, the diagonal elements of the thermodynamic Green's function may be determined for the Dichalcogenides in a magnetic field using Eq(2.8). In particular, we obtain T rG
(2.11) The density follows as The analysis of temperature dependence devolves upon a careful evaluation of the Helmholtz Free Energy, and we first examine this in the approach to the degenerate regime, µβ → ∞, by rewriting Eq(1.11) with a change of variable,
The resulting E-integral of Eq(1.11) given by
and in the degenerate regime only the even part of the exponential integrand contributes, e 2sz/β → cosh(2sz/β), with the result
Therefore, we obtain Eq(1.11) as
Employing Eqns(1.3 and 2.4) and noting our successive changes in the argument of Z (summarized as T → −is in the Green's function trace; also note that L n (0) ≡ 1 and set s = βs ′ ), we have
on a per-unit area basis (F → F/area and n = N/area). This inverse Laplace transform I = c ds ′ /2πi · · · has contributions from a second order pole at the origin s ′ = 0 (I 0 ), and first order poles at s
Considering the second order pole at s ′ = 0, we have
and closing the s ′ -integration contour in the left-half-plane we obtain
furthermore, considering the simple poles occurring at s ′ = 2k ′ for positive integers k ′ > 0, the s ′ -integration contour must be closed in the right-half-plane, so that
where η − (x) = 1 for x < 0; 0 for x > 0 (alternatively, η − (x) = 1 − η + (x)). However, for simple poles occurring at s ′ = 2k ′ for negative integers k ′ < 0, the contour must again be closed in the left half s ′ -plane, yielding
Collectively, the s ′ -integral sum for all k ′ -integers is given by
and noting that η + (x) + η − (x) = 1,
Thus, in the degenerate regime the resulting temperature-dependent Helmholtz Free Energy is:
(Since the k ′ -summand of Eq(3.11) is insensitive to the sign of k ′ , it could also be written as all k ′ =0 = 2 k ′ >0 .) This result for F − µn in the degenerate regime embodies the zero-temperature limit (first term in the curly bracket) and exponentially small temperature corrections (last term) in the approach to zero temperature. This temperature dependent last term involving the series all k ′ =0 = 2 k ′ >0 may be summed in closed form since it is related to a simple geometric series as follows:
where Γ is proportional to the geometric series (less the unity term)
which may be summed as
Integration of Eq(3.12) with respect to β from β to ∞ yields
Consequently, we obtain the result DEGENERATE REGIME
The nondegenerate regime is readily obtained as the leading term in the fugacity expansion of F − µn in powers of exp[(µ − E)β], so the E-integral of Eq(3.1) takes the form
and consequently
Noting the second order pole at s = 0 and the first order pole at s = β > 0, we obtain the nondegenerate result for the inverse Laplace transform as c ds 2πi
Finally, the nondegenerate result for F − µn (per unit area) is given by NONDEGENERATE REGIME
where η − (x) = 1 − η + (x), as defined above. The determination of the entropy S (per unit area) is made using Eq(1.2) in the form
Of course, the first statement to make is that in the zero temperature limit, β → ∞, the entropy is expected to vanish: This is readily verified from Eq(3.3), whose low temperature limit is given by
An alternative, fully general, proof based on Eqns(1.3-1.5) follows:
and in the limit of zero temperature (β → ∞),
It is worthwhile to review this matter because we are dealing with a system model that has an unbounded negative energy component (as well as a positive one) in its spectrum. Furthermore, we examine the entropy S Deg in the approach to zero temperature, ie: the degenerate regime: Employing Eq(3.14) and Eq(4.1) we find
(4.6) Clearly, S Deg vanishes exponentially as T ′ → 0, as expected. In regard to the nondegenerate regime, the entropy may be determined using Eq (3.15) , with the result
(4.7) The results exhibited in Eqns.(3.11) and (3.15) (for the Helmholtz Free Energy and in the degenerate and nondegenerate regimes, respectively) and in Eqns(4.6) and (4.7) (for the entropy in the degenerate and nondegenerate regimes, respectively) clearly exhibit the effects of the quantizing magnetic field jointly with those of finite temperature. To elaborate further on the role of the magnetic field we also evaluate the magnetic moment, M , which may be obtained from the free energy as (per unit area)
where we have defined ∆M ≡ −∂(F −µn)/∂B. Employing Eq(3.11) for the degenerate regime, we obtain
Furthermore, in the nondegenerate regime Eq(3.15) leads to Taken jointly with Eqns(4.9) and (4.10), Eq(4.11) completes the determination of the magnetization, M = ∆M − ∂n/∂B. Needless to say, the Fermi-Dirac distribution and its derivative at arbitrary temperature (∂f 0 (E)/∂E = −(β/4)sech 2 ([E − µ]β/2)) in Eq(4.11) may be taken in the degenerate and nondegenerate (Maxwellian) regimes to explicitly exhibit the behavior of M in those regimes.
